ABSTRACT Objective Significant limitations exist in the timely and complete identification of primary and recurrent cancers for clinical and epidemiologic research. A SAS-based coding, extraction, and nomenclature tool (SCENT) was developed to address this problem. Materials and methods SCENT employs hierarchical classification rules to identify and extract information from electronic pathology reports. Reports are analyzed and coded using a dictionary of clinical concepts and associated SNOMED codes. To assess the accuracy of SCENT, validation was conducted using manual review of pathology reports from a random sample of 400 breast and 400 prostate cancer patients diagnosed at Kaiser Permanente Southern California. Trained abstractors classified the malignancy status of each report. Results Classifications of SCENT were highly concordant with those of abstractors, achieving k of 0.96 and 0.95 in the breast and prostate cancer groups, respectively. SCENT identified 51 of 54 new primary and 60 of 61 recurrent cancer cases across both groups, with only three false positives in 792 true benign cases. Measures of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value exceeded 94% in both cancer groups. Discussion Favorable validation results suggest that SCENT can be used to identify, extract, and code information from pathology report text. Consequently, SCENT has wide applicability in research and clinical care. Further assessment will be needed to validate performance with other clinical text sources, particularly those with greater linguistic variability. Conclusion SCENT is proof of concept for SAS-based natural language processing applications that can be easily shared between institutions and used to support clinical and epidemiologic research.
INTRODUCTION
The identification of primary and recurrent cancer diagnoses is critical to clinical and epidemiologic research. Despite its importance, however, there is substantial lag between the time of primary cancer diagnoses and complete information capture by cancer registries. Additionally, many registries do not track cancer recurrences. Consequently, researchers frequently rely on manual chart review and medical claims data, such as International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes, to identify primary and recurrent cancers. Chart review, while accurate, is often not feasible in large-scale studies. Conversely, claims data are inexpensive and scalable to large studies but are unreliable in terms of accuracy.
To address ongoing needs for improved identification of cancer diagnoses, a SAS-based coding, extraction, and nomenclature tool (SCENT) was developed at Kaiser Permanente Southern California (KPSC). KPSC is an integrated healthcare organization that provides medical services to a diverse membership of more than 3.5 million people throughout Southern California. Research conducted at KPSC directly impacts practice guidelines and the medical care that patients receive. Each year, approximately 20 000 new cancer cases are diagnosed at KPSC. Given the threat to patients' health and quality of life, as well as the impact on their families, prevention and treatment of cancer are high priorities for clinicians and researchers. SCENT was developed to support these critical efforts.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
In 1999, Warren et al analyzed the medical claims data of 6784 Medicare patients and concluded that such data have limited value in accurately identifying breast cancer cases. 1 More recently, Lamont et al achieved high levels of sensitivity and specificity using claims data to identify cancer recurrence. 2 However, that validation used a small sample of patients (N¼45) and the accuracy of claims data in identifying cancer recurrence has yet to be well established.
The use of electronic medical record (EMR) systems among healthcare providers has increased significantly over the past decade. Additionally, a provision in the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act may accelerate the adoption of electronic systems by providing financial incentives for the meaningful use of technology in healthcare delivery. 3 According to an annual survey by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the use of EMRs by office-based physicians increased from 18% to 57% between 2001 and 2011. 4 Use of EMR systems complete with all basic functionality also rose from 11% to 34% between 2006 and 2011. The transition from paper to EMRs not only reduces medical errors and improves communication between providers, but also increases the value and feasibility of medical informatics applications.
Using text from EMRs, natural language processing (NLP) has the potential to supplement or replace manual chart review and electronic diagnosis codes in identifying primary and recurrent cancers. attributed to the technology's recentness, as working implementations have existed for nearly two decades. 8 9 More likely, adoption has been limited by requirements for integration with clinical data systems, technical complexity, and habitual use of medical claims data.
In 2011, Chapman et al noted that despite continued improvements in NLP performance, the technology is rarely employed in clinical research settings. 10 This is attributed, in part, to a lack of focus on the end-user during development, specifically as it relates to implementation costs and customizability. Furthermore, NLP functionality in EMR and other clinical systems software currently provides limited value to researchers due to lack of customizability and inability to be readily shared between collaborating institutions. SCENT was developed to increase the attractiveness of NLP to clinical and epidemiologic researchers by reducing implementation barriers and ensuring accessibility in collaborative multi-site research.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Overview
SCENT uses functionality from SAS Base (V.9.2, SAS Institute) and does not require the Text Miner add-on module. Components of SCENT consist primarily of SAS macro libraries and collections of Excel support files. An overview of the processes employed by SCENT can be seen in figure 1 . Hierarchical classification rules are used by SCENT to analyze electronic pathology report text. Rules-based NLP approaches have been used effectively in previous studies 11 12 and Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside challenges.
13e15 While SCENT has the flexibility to assign codes to electronic text using a number of different coding systems, SNOMED 3.x was initially selected due to its use by the CoPathPlus (V.3.2; Cerner DHT, Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) laboratory information system at KPSC. CoPathPlus features synoptic reporting, a process by which pathologists provide structured results using predefined cancer checklists. 16 Results are assigned SNOMED 3.x codes by CoPathPlus, which can be reviewed and subsequently modified by reporting pathologists.
For clinical concepts to be matched by SCENT, their keywords must be found, without negation, in proximate distance to each other. SCENT assigns SNOMED codes associated with matched concepts to examined pathology reports. Words within reports that contribute to concept matches are tagged with relevant information, such as disease extent and SNOMED code. SCENT examines text surrounding concept matches to differentiate clinical suspicions from conclusive findings and to determine disease extent (eg, non-invasive, invasive, or metastatic). Additional diagnostic information, including tumor stage and Gleason score, is also extracted.
Clinical concepts
SCENT relies on a dictionary of approximately 1000 clinical concepts and associated SNOMED 3.x codes related to morphology, anatomic site, and procedural type. The malignancy potential of each morphology concept was classified by up to four physicians with expert pathology or oncology knowledge. Dictionary concepts are tokenized into their component words and enhanced with regular expression logic to account for synonyms and plural words. For example, the 'intraductal papillary adenocarcinoma' concept is broken into three distinct words and 'intraductal' is replaced with '((intra)? duct(al)?)' to match mentions of intraductal, ductal, or duct. In addition to regular expressions that are manually added to Figure 1 Process diagram for a SAS-based coding, extraction, and nomenclature tool (SCENT).
individual concepts, some transformations are uniformly applied to the dictionary, including partial reverse lemmatization to account for plural words. Exclusionary words are also included for some concepts to prevent matches from occurring in unrelated contexts. The 'neck' anatomic site concept, for instance, includes 'bladder' as an exclusionary word to prevent matching when 'bladder neck' is encountered.
Preprocessing
To prepare electronic pathology report text for analysis, SCENT performs a number of preprocessing tasks. In the pathology database at KPSC, report text spanning multiple records is often split at locations other than sentence boundaries. To facilitate matching of clinical concepts, SCENT uses approximately 70 regular expressions to reconstruct reports for analysis. In addition to recreating sentence boundaries, special characters are removed and common abbreviations replaced. Sample pathology report text, in original and preprocessed forms, can be seen in figure 2.
Matching
Using a dictionary of clinical concepts, SCENT examines preprocessed pathology report text for concept matches. In preparation, a clinical concept dictionary is read into memory and stored as a SAS hash object for future use. The text of each report is split by sentence and stored in arrays of character variables. Sentences are then tokenized and their component words stored in arrays. Additional hash objects are used to record intermediate information, such as match results of individual concept words, match positioning, and negation status.
After preparing the necessary arrays and hash objects, SCENT sequentially examines the sentences of each pathology report. The clinical concept dictionary is processed separately for each new sentence and a search for the words of each concept is performed. Unmatched words are recorded to prevent unnecessary subsequent searches with concepts containing previously unmatched words. The text surrounding matches is examined for potential negation and the positions of non-negated matches are recorded. Dictionary concepts are considered fully matched if all words are found in proximate distance to each other. This distance is a token constant, defined as 10 words in the current study, and ignores prepositions, articles, and certain other words. SNOMED codes associated with matched concepts are assigned to the report from which they were matched. Surrounding text is examined to classify disease extent (eg, non-invasive, invasive, or metastatic). As shown in figure 3 , words from reports that contribute to concept matches are tagged with relevant information, such as disease extent and SNOMED code. SCENT applies a single tag to multiple match words if they are adjacent or separated by only common prepositions and articles.
Using codes from matched clinical concepts and hierarchical decision rules, SCENT classifies the overall status of reports as either benign, borderline, basaloid, or malignant. The disease extent of assigned morphology codes and anatomic sites are used to differentiate between new primary and recurrent malignancies. To facilitate the process, anatomic site classifications are consolidated into categories. For example, the sternum and clavicle sites are considered part of the bone category. Sites relating to regional disease spread, such as the neck and groin, are consolidated into the lymph nodes category. In the case of identified cancer metastases, SCENTattempts to determine both origin and metastatic sites.
Negation and uncertainty
SCENT uses a collection of regular expressions to investigate potential negation of matched concepts. This approach is similar to that of the NegEx algorithm, which has been used successfully in multiple studies. 17e19 SCENT contains approximately 40 negation expressions, each assigned values limiting the acceptable distance between themselves and concept matches. For example, the expression 'free (of|from)' will negate concept matches appearing up to 10 words before or after the expression. In contrast, the negation word 'without' is valid up to only four words before concept matches and zero following them. The maximum number of words permitted between concept matches and negation expressions is modified by the presence of certain words, such as coordinating conjunctions (eg, 'and').
To differentiate clinical suspicions from conclusive findings, SCENT examines text surrounding matches for uncertainty cues, such as 'suspicious' and 'uncertain.' This process shares some conceptual similarity with the implementation of speculation cues by Clark et al in their MITRE system. 20 The scope of uncertainty by SCENT, however, is determined using fixed token distances rather than analysis of linguistic structure and statistical classifiers. 
Validation
A validation study was conducted under institutional review board approval using EMR records of breast and prostate cancer patients at KPSC. Electronic pathology reports were selected for validation due to their availability and significance in diagnosing most cancers. To assess the accuracy of SCENT, its classifications of pathology reports were compared to those of experienced chart abstractors. Classifications based on codes assigned by CoPathPlus were also compared.
Breast
Of the 400 patients randomly selected for each cancer type, 206 breast and 186 prostate cancer patients had one or more pathology reports during the period beginning 6 months after diagnosis and subsequent to primary treatment(s) through the end of 2008. In total, 490 breast and 425 prostate cancer patient pathology reports were reviewed by two trained abstractors, one for each cancer group. Abstractor reviews of pathology reports served as the gold standard. Each report was classified according to malignancy status. In the case of malignant and suspicious findings, abstractors also recorded anatomic site and any mention of metastasis. Non-melanoma skin malignancies were considered benign by abstractors, SCENT, and classifications based on CoPathPlus. Independent reviewers made final classifications for the small number of cases about which abstractors were uncertain. Reviewers also adjudicated the few cases of discordant classifications between SCENT and abstractors.
To reduce the time and cost of the validation process, we used SCENT to output pathology text, as can be seen in figure 4. Concepts relating to anatomic site were highlighted in green, malignancies in shades of blue according to disease extent, and suspicious findings in orange. Abstractors were instructed to fully review the text of each output report. To investigate the potential for bias stemming from SCENT highlights, a sample of pathology reports was independently reviewed by two abstractors. One set of reports contained highlighted text, the other did not. A total of 73 reports were reviewed from the first 30 breast cancer patients in the random sample. Abstractor classifications were found to be identical. Performance of SCENT and classifications based on CoPathPlus were assessed using standard evaluation metrics, including: sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and Cohen's k. To calculate overall performance metrics, results were consolidated into two categories: benign/suspicious and primary/ recurrent cancer. Within both the breast and prostate cancer groups, SCENT reached levels of or above 94% for sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV (table 2). Specificity for classifications based on CoPathPlus exceeded 98% in both groups. PPV was moderately high in both the breast (90%) and prostate (88%) cancer groups. Sensitivity for classifications based on CoPathPlus in detecting true positive malignancies was moderate in the breast (74%) and prostate (71%) cancer groups.
A secondary assessment of SCENT was conducted to evaluate its ability to extract AJCC tumor staging and Gleason score information. SCENT identified and accurately extracted all tumor (T), lymph node (N), and metastasis (M) staging information from 19 pathology reports across both cancer groups. Within the prostate cancer group, SCENT identified all Gleason scores and accurately extracted the tumor pattern scores from each of the 20 reports. There were no instances in which SCENT failed to identify reports containing tumor staging or Gleason score information.
DISCUSSION
The favorable validation results in this study suggest that SASbased NLP can be used to accurately identify and extract Figure 4 Sample chart review form used by abstractors to classify the pathology reports of breast and prostate cancer patients.
information from electronic clinical text. Using the pathology reports of patients previously diagnosed and treated for breast and prostate cancer, SCENT successfully identified 51 of 54 primary and 60 of 61 recurrent cancers. Additionally, there were only three false positive identifications within 793 true benign results. Performance was similar for both the breast and prostate cancer groups, with measures of sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of or above 94%.
Classifications using codes assigned by CoPathPlus were moderately successful in identifying incident and recurrent cancers within both cancer groups. Sensitivity in the breast and prostate cancer groups was 74% and 71%, respectively, while PPV was 90% and 88%. To confirm the accuracy of abstractor classifications, an oncologist reviewed pathology reports associated with discordant CoPathPlus cases. This review identified only one abstractor classification error, which was subsequently corrected. Codes assigned to discordant CoPathPlus cases were reviewed to better understand the sources of classification error. Primary sources of error for classifications based on CoPathPlus were: coding of historical malignancies, assignment of overly general codes, and lack of code assignment for unknown reasons. Additionally, there were three false positives relating to the coding of 'residual' malignancy, which had been excluded a priori from study definitions of primary and recurrent cancer.
The widespread adoption of SAS in clinical analysis and research settings ensures that SCENT is highly accessible. Integration of SAS with relevant data systems has already been established in these settings, allowing electronic text to be readily extracted for analysis. By avoiding the need for additional software installation or systems integration, technical and administrative barriers to NLP implementation are reduced. Additionally, SCENT does not require annotated training data and can be used by staff without specialized informatics or machine learning knowledge.
Primary and recurrent cancers are frequently among the main study outcomes in epidemiologic cancer research. Despite the importance of accurately identifying these events, electronic Includes the pathology reports of randomly sampled breast and prostate cancer patients from 6 months after diagnosis and subsequent to primary treatment. Contralateral breast cancers were considered to be recurrences. diagnosis codes often lack accuracy and cancer registry data are not always available. SCENT achieved high levels of sensitivity and specificity in identifying pathologically diagnosed malignancies among patients previously diagnosed with breast or prostate cancer. In addition to its utility in retrospective research, SCENT can be used in prospective research and population care management. Cancer registry data, when available, are commonly delayed for months after patient diagnosis. It is often impractical to rely on these data for intervention studies relating to cancer treatment. SCENT is currently being implemented in one such study aimed at improving adherence to adjuvant hormonal therapy among breast cancer patients. Beyond its value in identifying pathologically diagnosed primary and recurrent cancers, SCENT has the potential for numerous other clinical applications. Questions investigated by clinical analysts are often central to medical leadership and decisions relating to patient care. Analysts face issues similar to those of prospective research studies, relying on electronic diagnosis codes and available cancer registry data to assess the quality of cancer care. SCENT has the potential to enhance the availability and depth of data and could be used to identify appropriate patient populations for evaluation. For example, while treatment recommendations for certain precancerous lesions may dictate watchful waiting at present, SCENT could be used to identify affected patients if those recommendations were to change.
Resource requirements for chart review of uncoded electronic text can vary greatly between studies. Extraction of even small numbers of basic data elements can be infeasible in large sample studies due to labor costs and time requirements. As described in the Materials and methods section and illustrated in figure 4, SCENT can be used to highlight desired clinical concepts within electronic text. This functionality has the potential to dramatically reduce the time and costs associated with chart review. The benefits of SCENT in expediting chart review will be further explored and quantified in future work.
While SCENT performed well in classifying and extracting information from electronic pathology reports, its performance with other clinical text sources is currently untested. These sources will likely necessitate modifications to the preprocessing and decision rules employed by SCENT. Modifications to preprocessing rules may also be needed prior to implementing SCENT outside of KPSC. Additionally, text sources such clinical progress notes are less structured and have greater linguistic variability. Statistical NLP approaches are likely to provide superior performance with respect to these sources. SCENT does not use formal part-of-speech tagging and is therefore limited in its ability to disambiguate and contextualize identified clinical concepts. The performance of SCENT relative to that of a general purpose NLP solution will need to be assessed across multiple text sources to identify performance gaps and inform appropriate usage.
Future development and validation efforts for SCENT will include identification of incident and recurrent cancer cases that are diagnosed without pathological testing. Radiology reports and clinical progress notes are expected to be the primary sources for identifying non-pathologically diagnosed cancer cases. These sources pose additional challenges due to their diagnostic uncertainty and linguistic variability. SCENT may also have generalized utility extracting information outside of the oncology domain, such as standard scoring of cognitive impairment from the MinieMental State Examination (MMSE) and depression from the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9).
Functionality was developed to assign confidence scores to individual SCENT dictionary concepts according to their falsepositive rates from chart review results. These scores can be used in conjunction with specified minimum confidence thresholds to fit the sensitivity requirements and false-positive tolerance of individual studies. This process will be updated to use Bayesian methods for incorporating additional evidence from subsequent chart reviews. The feasibility of adopting additional statistical methods to enhance the rules-based classification approach of SCENT will also be assessed.
CONCLUSION
SCENT was highly successful in identifying and extracting information on primary and recurrent cancers from electronic pathology reports. This functionality has the potential to provide significant value to clinical and epidemiologic researchers, particularly when statistical NLP is infeasible due to resource or other constraints. SCENT is proof of concept for SAS-based NLP applications that can be easily Open Access This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the Creative Commons Attribution Non Commercial (CC BY-NC 3.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt, build upon this work non-commercially, and license their derivative works on different terms, provided the original work is properly cited and the use is non-commercial. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
